
Predicate Sentence
Examples

1. The cat pounces with agility.

2. Sarah runs marathons during weekends.

3. The baby slept soundly throughout the night.

4. Thunder roars across the valley.

5. He reads ancient texts diligently.

6. The earth rotates on its axis.

7. They sing beautifully in harmony.

8. She stares at the sunset.

9. The leaves rustle in the wind.

10.We are studying for the finals.

11. The coffee smells heavenly.

12. The phone rings incessantly.

13. She excels in multiple disciplines.

14. The children play wildly in the yard.

15. He invests wisely for retirement.

16. Fire burns intensely.

17. The plane lands smoothly.

18. Her eyes sparkle with excitement.

19. The committee has approved the proposal.

20.The sun sets majestically behind the mountains.

21. The river flows rapidly.

22.Shewrites mystery novels.

23.John cooked dinner yesterday.

24.The clock ticks loudly.



25.The athlete sprints quickly.

26.The band plays energetically.

27.His heart beats frantically.

28.The kids are swimming in the pool.

29.He builds wooden furniture.

30.The students listen attentively.

31. The artist paints with passion.

32.Snow covers the ground.

33.The squirrel climbs the tree.

34.The girl screams in horror.

35. The wind howls through the trees.

36.The flowers bloom vividly.

37. The music echoes softly.

38.He acts responsibly.

39.The bird flies high.

40.The car accelerates quickly.

41. The actor performed brilliantly.

42.The judge speaks sternly.

43.She types fast.

44.The doctor operates carefully.

45.The children have built a sandcastle.

46.The computer functions optimally.

47. They discuss politics.

48.She dresses elegantly.

49.The camera captures the moment.

50.The crowd cheers loudly.

51. The teamwins frequently.

52.They argue heatedly.

53.He drinks coffee in the morning.

54.She eats healthily.

55. The elephant trumpets loudly.



56.The ship sails smoothly.

57. She knits skillfully.

58.The snake slithers silently.

59.The choir sings harmoniously.

60.The bell rings at noon.

61. The sun rises early.

62.Hewrites poems.

63.The chef cooks deliciously.

64.The dog fetches the ball.

65.They talk quietly in the library.

66.The machineworks efficiently.

67.He swims professionally.

68.The farmer plows the field.

69.The fish swims upstream.

70.The lion roars mightily.

71. She giggles nervously.

72. The engine runs smoothly.

73. The writer types furiously.

74. The dancermoves gracefully.

75. The teacher explains clearly.

76. The car honks loudly.

77. The audience claps appreciatively.

78.The rain falls gently.

79. She solves math problems.

80.The tourists take photos.

81. He jumps high.

82.The book sits on the shelf.

83.The student studies hard.

84.The couple dances elegantly.

85.The storm rages fiercely.

86.The computer boots up quickly.



87.She speaks French fluently.

88.The wind blows coldly.

89.The clock strikes twelve.

90.The musician plays the guitar.

91. He creates digital art.

92.The pilot flies the plane skillfully.

93.They celebrate joyously.

94.The cat sits lazily.

95.The drummer hits powerfully.

96.The horse gallops fast.

97. The toddler cries loudly.

98.The scientist conducts experiments.

99.The gardener plants trees.

100. The poet recites dramatically.
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